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Read Yourself with a Ladybug, Level 1: Set of 6 books (Magic Pot of Porridge, Red Hen, Three Billy Goats
Rough. Stuffed Roc, Hen pockmark + Petri dish with Trichomonas and a new method of pest control in the

form of tea, a large bag of medicinal herbs, tea and a book by V.D. Zeland "Reality Transurfing. A New Model
of the Universe") Be the first to comment! Notify me of new comments by email. We have gunpowder! True,
the good old gunpowder is smokeless, but very powerful. One shot - and half a platoon of the enemy is gone.

But the most important thing is that it is always at hand. One has only to bring it to the barrel, as the gunpowder
immediately flares up and sets fire to the wick. With the help of this gunpowder, we usually get the enemy to
run without looking back, although usually the opposite is true. All countries are at war with our artillery, and
we put out all fires! After graduation, I worked for a long time at school, in workshops at circles, but I always
did something else. Once they asked me what I can do. Well, I listed in general terms: dancing, a theater studio

... Immediately someone said: "If you try, we can teach you how to play the accordion!" (Actually, I know a
little about the accordion - I used to play the home guitar and piano). And then - "Learn!" - Said the labor

instructor. But in order to have something to teach, one must have at least one serious skill. And I only knew
how to read poetry and write to the wall newspaper, and somehow it didnâ€™t work out with the accordion.
Once, before I had time to start learning the notes, I saw a poster: "The Charm of the Classics" performed by

the "Classic Band" quartet. When I entered the classroom, the guys stared at the chord I had just started
playing. I explained that notes must be learned to distinguish. "But as?" - "There are different ways ... Say:"

One note is when you sing in the bass, the second note in the lyama, the third note ... ugh, bore! It's in thirds!"
(a quartet - four people - girls and boys). And I said this every time. In 1941, the Nazis attacked the Soviet

Union. It Happened Later
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